Mayberry Trivia: 1,500 Questions About A TV Classic

Scott Hopkins
Are you a fan of The Andy Griffith Show? If so, then this is the book for you! 1,500 trivia questions about this classic TV show will provide hours of entertainment. - Name the state investigator that likes to go frog-gigging with Andy. - What couple met at Wilton Blair’s funeral in 1960? - True or False: Ernest T. Bass throws rocks with his left hand. - Who steers while Barney’s broken-down car is pushed back to town? A. Opie B. Aunt Bee C. Gomer D. Thelma Lou Don’t know? Don’t worry, the answers are provided on the flip side of the questions. Lots of luck to you and yours!
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My family has had a blast reading through this book! We are all time Andy Griffith fans for sure! My husband and my father-in-law are quite the experts when it comes to Andy Griffith Show trivia. They are also experts at trivia about the actual actors and the real town of Mayberry. This book was a great preface to their trip down to see Mayberry and all of the history and show tributes it has to offer. If you have not been there, you must plan a trip soon! They have very much enjoyed reading through the detailed book together, quizzing each other, and learning more fun trivia facts that they had not yet discovered. This is a kind of coffee table book that will actually get picked up and used. Great conversation starter or family activity if you make it into a challenge kind of game!

My husband considers himself an Andy authority. This book has given him hours of entertainment and told him some facts that he didn’t know.
Loving Mayberry as we do, this book was perfect!!
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